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Abstract The paper considers level crossing rate (LCR) and average fade du-
ration (AFD) of the product of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d)
Nakagami-m (NM) and double NM squared (also known as gamma-gamma)
random variables (RVs). The derived statistical results are than related to
the radio-frequency (RF) - free space optical (FSO), dual-hop (DH), amplify-
and forward (AF) relaying system over non turbulent-induced-fading channels
(nTIFCs) and turbulent-induced-fading channels (TIFCs). The obtained re-
sults of DH-AF, RF-FSO system over TIFCs and nTIFCs are numerically
evaluated and graphically presented for all system model parameters.

Keywords AFD · AF relaying · FSO · LCR · second order statistical (SOS)
performances · FSO

1 Introduction

Relaying wireless systems play an important role in wireless communications.
The huge variety of technologies that includes relays are all radio-frequency
(RF) relaying schemes, all free-space-optical (FSO) relaying schemes, mixed
RF-FSO relaying schemes, millimeter-wave (mmW)-FSO relaying schemes given
in [1]-[4], respectively. In particular, amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying sys-
tems has been proposed for application in fronthaul/backhaul 5G systems
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[5], vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communications [6]-[7], unmanned ariel vehi-
cle (UAV) communications [8], device-to-device (D2D) communications [9],
mobile-to-mobile (M2M) communications [10]-[13] and underwater optical-
wireless (UOW) communications scenario [14]. FSO relaying enabled com-
munications can ensure high capacity and wide bandwidth [15]. Moreover,
FSO communications are 1.) cost effective, 2.) not sensitive to co-channel in-
terference and 3.) spectrum license free that makes this type of technology a
promising choice for future wireless systems. The main factor of FSO system
performance degradation is caused by atmospheric turbulence (also known as
scintillation). The weather conditions and pointing errors can result in an addi-
tional FSO system performance deterioration. The references [16]-[18] investi-
gates RF-FSO relay systems while FSO-FSO relay systems are explored in [19].
The above-mentioned works consider the first-order statistics (FOS) of mixed
RF-FSO relay systems. Besides the FOS, the second order statistics (SOS)
such as average level crossing rate (LCR) and average fade duration (AFD)
can more adequately characterize the time-variant fading channels. The LCR
of gamma-gamma random variable (RV) is addressed in [20], while the LCR
over Malaga TIFC is addressed in [21]. The LCR expression of the ratio of
two gamma-gamma RVs is derived in [22]. Moreover, the SOS over log-normal
TIFC of multi-hop FSO system including pointing errors are addressed in [23].
The SOS of V2V of mixed RF-FSO-RF over NM nTIFC and gamma-gamma
TIFC are considered in [6]. The [24]-[25] gives some experimental results for
SOS of FSO systems. The Nakagami-m (NM) RV can be used to model nTIFC
in RF environments [26]-[28], while gamma-gamma (double squared NM) RV
is the most often used to model the fading for FSO communications in mod-
erate to strong TIFC environments [29]-[31]. This paper considers the SOS
of the product of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) NM RV and
gamma-gamma RV (modeled as the product of two squared NM RVs). The
derived statistical measures are directly applied to dual-hop (DH) AF relay
RF-FSO communications over mixed nTIFC and TIFC. The derived integral
expressions as well as closed form approximations for LCR and AFD are nu-
merically evaluated and graphically presented in relation to DH AF RF-FSO
system model set of parameters. To the best of author’s knowledge there is no
publications on the SOS of DH-AF mixed RF-FSO systems.

2 System Model

The cascaded, double and composite fading channels can be modeled as the
product of RVs [9], [13], [23], [32]-[34]. On the other hand, interference limited
environments can be modeled as the ratio of RVs [35]-[37]. Thus, the products
and the ratios of RVs play an important role in the performance analysis of
wireless communication systems. It has been shown by [38, Eq. 39] that the
signal envelope at the output of AF relaying over nTIFC for fixed gain relays
can be modeled as the product of N Rayleigh RVs. The FSO multi-hop AF
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Fig. 1 Simplified scheme of RF-FSO dual-hop AF relaying

relaying over TIFC are considered as a product of log-normal RVs in [23, Eq.
13].

Thus, we model the fading signal envelope from source to destination, zSD

of DH-AF relay (shown in Figure 1) as the product of the NM RV, yNM1 and
gamma-gamma RV, yGG (modeled as the double NM squared i.i.d RVs) [26,
Eq. (2.55)]:

zSD = yNM1
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ihop

yGG
︸︷︷︸

IIhop

= yNM1
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ihop

y2NM2y
2
NM3

︸ ︷︷ ︸

IIhop

(1)

where yNM,i are NM RVs, representing the signal envelopes over nTIFCs
and TIFCs from source to destination, whose probability density functions
(PDFs) in terms of fading severity parameters and average powers, denoted
as mNM,iand ωNM,i respectively, are:

pYNM
(yNM ) =

2(mNM,i/ωNM,i)
mNM,i

Γ (mNM,i)
y
2mNM,i−1
NM e

−mNM,i

ωNM,i
y2
NM,i (2)

The PDFs parameters of the FSO NM squared RVs can be expressed as [29],
[41]:

ωNM2 = ωNM3 = 1 (3)

αGG = mNM2 = [exp(
0.49δ2

(1 + 0.18d2 + 0.56δ12/5)7/6
)− 1]−1, (4)

βGG = mNM3 = [exp(
0.51δ2(1 + 0.69δ12/5)−5/6

(1 + 0.9d2 + 0.62d2δ12/5)5/6
)− 1]−1, (5)

where αGG and βGG are FSO small-scale and large-scale atmospheric cell

parameters, respectively, δ2 = 0.5C2
nk

7/6
FSOL

11/6 is the FSO Rytov variance
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and d =
√

kFSOD2
FSO/4L is the FSO wave number. Moreover, C2

n is FSO
refractive index, kFSO = 2π/λ is FSO wave-number (λ -wavelength), DFSO

is FSO receiver aperture diameter and L is FSO distance between source and
destination.

3 Second Order Statistics (SOS)

The level crossing rate (LCR) of the product of NM and double squared NM
RV for a given threshold zth,SD can be expressed through integration of the
joint PDF of zSD and its first derivative żSD [41],

NzSD
(zth,SD) =

∫ ∞

0

żSDpzSD żSD
(zth,SDzSD)dżSD (6)

which can be further expressed through some mathematical manipulations
based on joint and conditional PDFs:

pzSD żSDYNM2YNM3
(zSD żSDyNM2yNM3)

= pżSD|zSDYNM2YNM3
(żSD|zSDyNM2yNM3)

∗ pzSD|YNM2YNM3
(zSDyNM2yNM3)pYNM2

(yNM2)pYNM3
(yNM3) (7)

where, pzSD|YNM2YNM3
(zSDyNM2yNM3) = |dyNM1

dzSD
|pYNM1

( zSD

y2
NM2

y2
NM3

)

The variance of żSD, denoted as σ2
żSD

is a zero mean Gaussian RP and after
simple mathematical manipulation can be expressed through the variances of
ẎNM1, ẎNM2 and ẎNM3, denoted as, respectively, σ2

ẎNM1
, σ2

ẎNM2
and σ2

ẎNM3
:

σ2
żSD

=
4z2SD

y2NM1

σ2
ẎNM1

(1 +
4z2SD

y4NM2y
6
NM3

σ2
ẎNM2

σ2
ẎNM1

+
4z2SD

y6NM2y
4
NM3

σ2
ẎNM3

σ2
ẎNM1

) (8)

After evaluating the integral,

∫ ∞

0

żSDpżSD|zSDYNM2YNM3
(żSD|zSDyNM2yNM3)dẋSD =

1√
2π

σżSD
(9)

the NzSD
(zth,SD) can be expressed after some manipulations as:

NZSD
(zth,SD) =

8(mNM1/ωNM1)
mNM1ααGG

GG ββGG

GG σẎNM1
z2mNM1

th,SD√
2πΓ (mNM1)Γ (αGG)Γ (βGG)

J1 (10)

where,
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J1 =

∫ ∞

0

dyNN2

∫ ∞

0

√
√
√
√(1 +

4z2SD

y4NM2y
6
NM3

σ2
ẎNM2

σ2
ẎNM1

+
4z2SD

y6NM2y
4
NM3

σ2
ẎNM3

σ2
ẎNM1

)

∗ e
−mNM1

ωNM1

z2
th,SD

y4
NM2

y4
NM3

−αGGy2
NM1−βGGy2

NM2+(2αGG−4mNM1+1) ln(yNM2)

∗ e(2βGG−4mNM1+1) ln(yNM3)dyNM3 (11)

The J1, can be approximated by [38, Eq.I.3]:

∫ ∞

0

dyNM2

∫ ∞

0

g(yNM2, yNM3)e
−γf(yNM1,yNM2)dyNM3

≈ 2π

γ

g(yNM2(0), yNM3(0))√
detB

e−γf(yNM2(0),yNM3(0)) (12)

where, yNM2(0) and yNM3(0) are positive and real number values obtained
from the defined set of equations,

∂f(yNM2(0), yNM3(0))

∂yNM2(0)
= 0,

∂f(yNM2(0), yNM3(0))

∂yNM3(0)
= 0 (13)

and where B is,

B =






∂2f(yNM2(0),yNM3(0))
∂yNM2(0)2

∂2f(yNM2(0),yNM3(0))
∂yNM2(0)∂yN3(0)

∂2f(yNM2(0),yNM3(0))
∂yNM3(0)∂yNM2(0)

∂2f(yNM2(0),yNM3(0))
∂yNM3(0)2




 (14)

The LCR can be approximated for the following choice of parameters and
functions: γ = 1,

g(yNM2, yNM3) =

√
√
√
√(1 +

4z2SD

y4NM2y
6
NM3

σ2
ẎNM2

σ2
ẎNM1

+
4z2SD

y6NM2y
4
NM3

σ2
ẎNM3

σ2
ẎNM1

) (15)

f(yNM1, yNM2) =
mNM1

ωNM1

z2th,SD

y4NM2y
4
NM3

+ αGGy
2
NM1 + βGGy

2
NM2

− (2αGG − 4mNM1 + 1) ln(yNM2)− (2βGG − 4mNM1 + 1) ln(yNM3)

(16)

Finally, the closed form approximation of NZSD
(zth,SD) becomes:
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NZSD
(zth,SD) ≈

16π(mNM1/ωNM1)
mNM1ααGG

GG ββGG

GG σẎNM1
z2mNM1

th,SD√
2πΓ (mNM1)Γ (αGG)Γ (βGG)

∗

√

(1 +
4z2

SD

yNM2(0)4yNM3(0)6

σ2

ẎNM2

σ2

ẎNM1

+
4z2

SD

yNM2(0)6yNM3(0)4

σ2

ẎNM3

σ2

ẎNM1

)

√
detB

∗ e
−(

mNM1
ωNM1

z2
th,SD

yNM2(0)4y4
NM3

(0)
+αGGy2

NM1(0)+βGGy2
NM2(0))

∗ e(2αGG−4mNM1+1) ln(yNM2(0))+(2βGG−4mNM1+1) ln(yNM3(0)) (17)

The AFD can be then computed as [26], [39]:

AFD(zth,SD) =
FzSD

(zth,SD)

NZSD
(zth,SD)

(18)

The exact expression for cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the
product two or more RVs can be derived from [26], [39]. The CDF of zSD,
denoted as FzSD

(zSD) can be expressed as:

FzSD
(zSD) =

∫ zSD

0

pZSD
(s)ds (19)

where pZSD
(zSD) is the probability density function (PDF) at the output of

DH-AF RF-FSO proposed model and can be further expressed as:

pzSD
(zSD) =

∫ ∞

0

dyNM2

∫ ∞

0

|dyNM1

dzSD
|pYNM1

(
zSD

y2N2y
2
N3

)

∗ pYNM2
(yNM2) pYNM3

(yNM3) dyNM3 (20)

After substitution (20) in (19) and after using [40, Eq. (3.381.1)], [40, Eq.
(8.352.1)] and [40, Eq. (3.471.9)], respectively for the case where mNM1 is
integer number, FzSD

(zSD) becomes:

FzSD
(zSD) =

4(αGG)
αGG(βGG)

βGG(mNM1

ωNM1
)mNM1(mNM1 − 1)!

Γ (mNM1)Γ (αGG)Γ (βGG)

∗ ( Γ (αGG)Γ (βGG)

4(αGG)αGG(βGG)βGG
(
ωNM1

mNM1
)mNM1 −

mNM1−1∑

k=0

(
mNM1z

2
SD

ωNM1
)k

k!
J2)

(21)

where J2 in (21) is given:

J2 =

∫ ∞

0

dyNM2

∫ ∞

0

y2mNM2−4k−1
NM2 y2mNM3−4k−1

NM3

∗ e
−(

mNM1
ωNM1

(zSD)2

y4
NM2

y4
NM3

+αGGy2
NM2+βGGy2

NM3)
dyNM3 (22)
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The closed form approximation of FzSD
(zSD) can be calculated with a help

of (12)-(14) for the following choices of functions and parameters: γ = 1,
g(yNM2, yNM3) = 1

f(yNM1, yNM2) =
mNM1

ωNM1

z2th,SD

y4NM2y
4
NM3

+ αGGy
2
NM1 + βGGy

2
NM2

− (2αGG − 4k + 1) ln(yNM2)− (2βGG − 4k + 1) ln(yNM3) (23)

Finally, the closed form FzSD
(zSD) is:

FzSD
(zSD) ≈

4(αGG)
αGG(βGG)

βGG(mNM1

ωNM1
)mNM1(mNM1 − 1)!

Γ (mNM1)Γ (αGG)Γ (βGG)

∗ ( Γ (αGG)Γ (βGG)

4(αGG)αGG(βGG)βGG
(
ωNM1

mNM1
)mNM1 −

mNM1−1∑

k=0

(
mNM1z

2
SD

ωNM1
)k

k!
J3)

(24)

where,

J3 ≈ 2π
√
√
√
√
√
√det






∂2f
∂yNM2(0)2

∂2f
∂yNM2(0)∂yN3(0)

∂2f
∂yNM3(0)∂yNM2(0)

∂2f
∂yNM3(0)2






∗ e
−(

mNM1
ωNM1

z2
SD

yNM2(0)4y4
NM3

(0)
+αGGy2

NM1(0)+βGGy2
NM2(0))

∗ e(2αGG−4k+1) ln(yNM2(0))+(2βGG−4k+1) ln(yNM3(0)) (25)

wheras, f(yNM1, yNM2) for simpler notation is denoted as f .

4 Numerical results

The SOS are provided through LCR and AFD statistical measures. The vari-
ance of NM RV in (8) is expressed as σ2

ẎNM1
= π2f2

mNM1
ωNM1

mNM1
, where fm =

fmNM1 is the maximum Doppler frequency. The variance of double NM squared
RV, σ2

ẎGG
in (8) is modeled as a zero mean Gaussian RV and expressed as,

σ2
ẎGG

= f2
0π

2σ2
GG〈YGG〉, as has been introduced in [21, Eq. (13)]. Further,

〈YGG〉 = 1 for double NM squared RV [41] and f0 = 1
πτ0

√
2
is the FSO quasi

frequency, where t0 =
√
λL
ut is turbulence FSO correlation time, λ is the FSO

wavelength, L is the FSO distance and ut is the speed of wind directed towards
the FSO part of the system [21].

Figure 2 shows that closed form NZSD
(zth,SD) provided in (10) and pre-

sented for various RF-FSO sets of parameters (fm, λ), constant ut = 1m/s
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 mNM1=aGG=bGG=1, fm=90Hz, l=1550nm exact
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=1, fm=90Hz, l=1550nm app.
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=1, fm=120Hz, l=1550nm exact
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=1, fm=120Hz, l=1550nm app.
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=1, fm=90Hz, l=850nm exact
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=1, fm=90Hz, l=850nm app.
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=2, fm=90Hz, l=1550nm exact
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=2, fm=90Hz, l=1550nm app.
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=2, fm=120Hz, l=1550nm exact
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=2, fm=120Hz, l=1550nm app.
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=2, fm=90Hz, l=850nm exact
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=2, fm=90Hz, l=850nm app.

L=200m, ut=1m/s

 mNM1=aGG=bGG=3, fm=90Hz, l=1550nm exact
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=3, fm=90Hz, l=1550nm app.
  mNM1=aGG=bGG=3, fm=120Hz, l=1550nm exact
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=3, fm=120Hz, l=1550nm app.
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=3, fm=90Hz, l=850nm exact
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=3, fm=90Hz, l=1550nm app.

L=200m, ut=1m/s

mNM1=aGG=bGG=1 mNM1=aGG=bGG=2

mNM1=aGG=bGG=3

Fig. 2 Comparison of exact and approximated results for LCR for different system model
parameters under different TIFC and nTIFC conditions

and L=200m and under different TIFC and nTIFC conditions, (αGG = 3,
βGG = 3, mNM1 = 3), (αGG = 2, βGG = 2, mNM1 = 2) and (αGG = 1,
βGG = 1, mNM1 = 1) fits well with exact integral form solution provided
in (17). Moreover, in the case when output signals experience TIFC and
nTIFC conditions change that result in increase in nTIFC and TIFC severi-
ties, NZSD

(zth,SD) decreases, as expected. The impact of the maximal Doppler
frequency for (fm = 90Hz and fm=120Hz) and FSO windows for (λ = 850nm,
and λ = 1550nm) on NZSD

(zth,SD) is then investigated. By increasing the FSO
wavelength, the graphs slightly decrease. Contrary, by increasing observed fm,
the graphs slightly increase. Furthermore, it is obvious that nTIFC and TIFC
parameters have stronger impact on NZSD

(zth,SD) than fm and λ which means
that RF and FSO channel severity conditions have much stronger impact on
NZSD

(zth,SD).

The AFD(zth,SD) behavior is provided in Figure 3. It can be noticed that
curves fitting between closed form approximate expression and exact inte-
gral analytical expression for observed system RF-FSO DH-AF parameters
is achieved, especially for higher zth,SD dB values. By increasing nTIFC and
TIFC RF-FSO severities, AFD(zth,SD) increases for lower dB output values
while AFD(zth,SD) decreases for higher dB output values. Furthermore, the
effect of various RF maximal Doppler frequencies (fm = 90Hz and fm=120Hz)
and various FSO wavelengths (λ = 850nm, and λ = 1550nm) on AFD(zth,SD)
is also provided.
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 mNM1=aGG=bGG=1, fm=120Hz, l=1550nm exact
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=1, fm=120Hz, l=1550nm app.
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=1, fm=90Hz, l=850nm exact
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=1, fm=90Hz, l=850nm app.
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=2, fm=90Hz, l=1550nm exact
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=2, fm=90Hz, l=1550nm app.
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=2, fm=120Hz, l=1550nm exact
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=2, fm=120Hz, l=1550nm app.
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=2, fm=90Hz, l=850nm exact
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=2, fm=90Hz, l=850nm app.

L=200m, ut=1m/s

 mNM1=aGG=bGG=3, fm=90Hz, l=1550nm exact
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=3, fm=90Hz, l=1550nm app.
  mNM1=aGG=bGG=3, fm=120Hz, l=1550nm exact
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=3, fm=120Hz, l=1550nm app.
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=3, fm=90Hz, l=850nm exact
 mNM1=aGG=bGG=3, fm=90Hz, l=1550nm app.

L=200m, ut=1m/s

mNM1=aGG=bGG=2

mNM1=aGG=bGG=1

Fig. 3 Comparison of exact and approximated results for AFD for different system model
parameters under different TIFC and nTIFC conditions

5 Conclusion

The paper considers second order statistics of the product of NM and double
squared NM RVs. The provided statistical measures can be used in RF-FSO
DH AF relaying systems over TIFC and nTIFC. Namely, we provide closed
form approximative expressions as well as integral form exact expressions for
LCR and AFD. The numerical examples show that approximations fit well
with exact expressions, especially in higher signal envelope dB output regime.
The system performance improvement can be reached by proposed RF-FSO
system design with higher TIFC and nTIFC severities. Our future works are
going to extend the proposed model to include the impact of co-channel in-
terference in RF part of the system and pointing errors in FSO part of the
system.
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